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United States Court of Appeals   

for the Fifth Circuit  

No. 19-60069  

INDIGO WILLIAMS, on behalf of her minor child J.E.;  
DOROTHY HAYMER, on behalf of her minor child, D.S.;  



PRECIOUS HUGHES, on behalf of her minor child, A.H.;  
SARDE GRAHAM, on behalf of her minor child, S.T.,  

Plaintiffs—Appellants,  

versus  

TATE REEVES, in his official capacity as Governor of  Mississippi; 
PHILIP GUNN, in his official capacity as  Speaker of the Mississippi 







barred according to Pennhurst, while permitting another, virtually identical  

claim, to move forward in the district court.  

This court refused to order en banc reconsideration. I respectfully  dissent. 

State sovereign immunity should bar this suit in its entirety based  on Pennhurst. 

Moreover, such sovereign immunity includes immunity from  suit, not simply 

adverse judgments; we should alternatively have dismissed  the suit because the 

Mississippi Readmission Act created no implied private  right of action on behalf 

of these plaintiffs.  

I. Background  

Following the Civil War, Mississippiõs readmission to full statehood  

required it to adopt a constitutional guarantee of a republican form of  government 

to all state residents.2 Mississippi adopted a constitution in 1868  that did just 

that. Article Eight of Mississippiõs 1868 Constitution contained  a series of 

provisions 



the quoted state constitutional provision has been amended four  times. The 

current version, adopted in 1987, states: òThe Legislature shall,  by general law, 

provide for the establishment, maintenance and support of free  public schools 

upon such conditions and limitations as the Legislature may  prescribe.ó MISS. 

CONST., art. VIII § 201.  

The plaintiffs comprise a group of low-income African-American women  

whose children attend Mississippi public schools. They allege òthat the  current 



the requirements of Article VIII, Section 1 of the Constitution of 1868  remain 

legally binding on the [d]efendants, their employees, their agents, and  their 

successors.õó Id. at 734. The panel affirmed the district courtõs  dismissal 

concerning the second of plaintiffsõ requests because it òseeks a  declaration of state 

law and is therefore barred by the Supreme Courtõs decision  in Pennhurst . . . .ó 

Id. (emphasis in original).  

Contrarily, the panel reasoned that the plaintiffsõ first request for  

declaratory relief fits within Ex parte Youngõs exception to sovereign immunity 

for cases in which a state officer is charged with acting in violation of federal  

law. Id. at 735ð36. Plaintiffs allege that Section 201 of the current  Mississippi 

constitution violates federal law, specifically, the Mississippi  Readmission Actõs 

confirmation of òschool rights and privileges.ó That the  òschool rights and 

privilegesó language depends on the stateõs 1868  constitution, the panel 

declared, did not potentially òrun afoul of Pennhurst because it does not ask the 

court to compel compliance with ôstate law qua state  law,õó the panel explained. 

Id. at 740 (quoting Ibarra v. Tex. Empõt Commõn,  823 F.2d 873, 877 (5th Cir. 

1987)). òInstead, it asks the court to interpret the  meaning of a federal lawñthe 

Mississippi Readmission Actñby reference to a  related state law.ó Id. (emphasis 

in original).  

II. Analysis  

A. State Sovereign Immunity  

Respectfully, there is no way to avoid the conclusion that the panelõs  

decision on the first request for declaratory relief requires the federal court to   
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impermissibly adjudicate a question of state law. The first decision the court  must 



constitutional immunity whereby a federal court has jurisdiction over a suit  

against a state officer to enjoin an ongoing violation of federal law, even though  

the state itself would be immune from suit in federal court. Pennhurst,  465 U.S. 

at 102ð03, 104 S. Ct. at 909. In preserving the delicate balance  between rights 

created under the Constitution and the statesõ Eleventh  Amendment and 

sovereign right not to be hailed into federal court, òwe must  ensure that the 

doctrine of sovereign immunity remains meaningful, while also  giving recognition 

to the need to prevent violations of federal law.ó Idaho v.  Coeur d'Alene Tribe of 

Idaho, 521 U.S. 261, 269, 117 S. Ct. 2028, 2034 (1997).  Accordingly, the Supreme 

Court has carefully limited the application of Ex  parte Young to circumstances in 

which injunctive relief is necessary to ògive[]  life to the Supremacy Clause.ó Green 

v. Mansour, 474 U.S. 64, 68, 106 S. Ct. 423, 426 (1985). One of the most important 

limitations is that Ex  parte Young does not apply where private parties seek relief 



rights and privileges secured by the constitution of said State.ó  16 Stat. 67, 68 

(1870). The plaintiffs can only prevail on their purported  federal claim if they 

persuade a court to find that Mississippi violated school  rights granted exclusively 

by its own 1868 Constitution when it amended its  Constitution in 1987.  

The panel rejected plaintiffsõ claim that the Readmission Act  incorporated 

1868 state constitutional law. Williams, 954 F.3d at 740. It  stated, correctly, that 

the Mississippi Readmission Act òdoes not explicitly  incorporate any of the 

language, requirements, or provisions of the 1868  Constitution. Nor does the 

Readmission Act require Mississippi to abide  indefinitely by the 1868 

Constitutionõs education clause.ó Id. Having  recognized these salient facts, it is a 

mystery how the panel could avoid the  conclusion that plaintiffs are not entitled 

to relief unless a federal court decides  an explicitly state law issue: whether 

Section 201 of Mississippiõs 1890  Constitution, as amended in 1987, abrogated 

rights secured by Mississippiõs   
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structure, its history, and the authoritative interpretations by this Court make  clear, the 

States' immunity from suit is a fundamental aspect of the sovereignty which the  States 

enjoyed before the ratification of the Constitution, and which they retain today . . . .ó);  

Pennhurst, 465 U.S. at 100, 104 S. Ct. at 908 (òThis Court's decisions thus establish that an  

unconsenting State is immune from suits brought in federal courts by her own citizens as  

well as by citizens of another state.ó (quotation and citation omitted)).   
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qualifies Mississippiõs admittance òto representation in Congressó upon three  

òfundamental conditions,ó one of which is the school rights and privileges  

condition at issue here.7 Id. at 68. In short, the Readmission Act does not  create a 

private right of action, express or implied. Thus, even assuming  arguendo that 

Mississippiõs current education clause does not comport with the  òfundamental 

conditionsó of the Mississippi Readmission Act, all that can be  said is that 

Mississippi has chosen to run the risk that its representatives may  be unseated 

by Congress.  

Finding an implied private right of action based on the language of the  

Readmission Act would depart drastically from decisions of the Supreme Court 

and this courtõs recent en banc decision in Planned Parenthood v. Kauffman,  No. 

17-50282, 2020 WL 6867212 (5th Cir. Nov. 23, 2020). The Readmission Act states 

that as a condition of readmitting the stateõs representatives to  Congress, the 

òconstitution of Mississippi shall never be [] amendedó to deprive  any citizen or 

class of citizens of òschool rights and privileges secured by the  [stateõs] 

constitution.ó 16 Stat. 67, 68 (1870). The Act simply does not confer  judicially 

enforceable personal òrights.ó Instead, the Act instructs Mississippi as to what it 

shall not do. The Actõs only enforcement mechanism lies in direct  recourse to 

Congress.  

As our en banc court recently recognized, where òthe text and structure  of 

a statute provide no indication that Congress intends to create new  individual 

rights, there is no basis for a private suit, whether under § 1983 or  under an 

implied right of action.ó Kauffman, 2020 WL 6867212, at *7  

7 The other two conditions are that (1) òthe constitution of Mississippi shall never be  

so amended or changed as to deprive any citizen or class of citizens of the United States of  

the right to voteó except with respect to certain felonies and prospective changes concerning 

òthe time and place of residence of voters,ó and (2) that òit shall never be lawful for the said  

State to deprive any citizen of the United States, on account of his race, color, or previous  

condition of servitude, of the right to hold office under the constitution and laws of said State,  



or upon any such ground to require of him any other qualifications for office than such as are  

required of all other citizens.ó 16 Stat. 67, 68 (1870).  
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(quoting Gonzaga University v. Doe, 536 U.S. 273, 286 (2002)). Furthermore,  the 

Supreme Court has made clear that òto seek redress through Ä 1983, . . . a  plaintiff 

must assert the violation of a federal right, not merely a violation of  federal law.ó 

8 Id. at *17 (quoting Gonzaga, 536 U.S. at 282, 122 S. Ct. at  2274) (emphasis and 

alteration in original). It is not enough for plaintiffs to  argue that Mississippi 





prevail.  

Not only are any òrightsó granted by the Readmission Act too vague and  

amorphous for judicial resolution, but the statuteõs language is not  òmandatoryó 

toward any goal and thus fails the third Blessing factor. The Act places 

conditions on Mississippi that are enforced through congressional  action, but in 

no way does it contemplate granting plaintiffs a right enforceable  against the 

state.11 And as previously explained, if we view the statute from  the perspective 

of the Gonzaga/Armstrong framework, there is little doubt  Congress did not 

òunambiguouslyó confer judicially enforceable rights on the  plaintiffs.  

In short, the plaintiffsõ case is doomed irrespective of constitutional  

sovereign immunity because they are not empowered to enforce the  Readmission 

Act. For this additional reason, we may not subject the State to  further litigation 


